1. Shepard Fairey, *Bias By Numbers*, 2019, Silkscreen and mixed media collage on paper HPM, 76 x 104 LR, courtesy the artist

2. Shepard Fairey, *Guns and Roses*, 2019, Silkscreen and mixed media collage on paper HPM, 76 x 104 LR, courtesy the artist

3. Shepard Fairey, *Obey Star*, 2019, Silkscreen and mixed media collage on paper HPM, 76 x 104 LR, courtesy the artist


5. Shepard Fairey, *Portrait*, Photo by Jon Furlong LR


7. Baker Block Mural-Costa Mesa-FNL, Photo by Jon Furlong

8. Baller Mural FNL, Photo by Jon Furlong

9. LA_Defend Dignity mural FNL, Photo by Jon Furlong

10. Line_Hotel-JFURLONG_0017-FNL, Photo by Jon Furlong

11. Peace Waratah-AUSTRALIA_Mural-2017, Photo by Jon Furlong

12. Raise the Level-Mural-FNL, Photo by Jon Furlong

13. Shadowplay -Furlong-FNL, Photo by Jon Furlong

14. TORONTO-FNL, Photo by Jon Furlong

15. VAN_MURAL_FINAL, Photo by Jon Furlong

16. WATERTOWER-FNL, Photo by Jon Furlong